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Botast LLC.
New Retail + Food Industry

 Introduction

In the era of digital cloud technology, people have to face a fast-pace life. Thus, their consumption concepts, 

consumption patterns and pursuit of life quality are changing. With independent research and development, 

Botast LLC. has launched a hot food vending machine that combines low-temperature preservation, rapid 

heating, remote monitoring and unmanned contact.

Moreover, scientific processes including food material traceability mechanism and whole-process cold chain 

distribution are established to ensure food safety.

As a new intelligent combination of retail and food industry, Botast practices its own vision of “Technology 

helps life" and makes contributions to intelligent manufacturing.

New Era



Innovation
Botast, as a platform, 
connects every supplier, 
customer and equipment, so 
as to optimal the solution.

Efficiency
From R&D to Production, 
distribution, to terminal 
sales, the whole process is 
under unified monitoring 
and management.

Charity
Botast plays an active part 
in public welfare, so that 
the progress of technology 
can be felt by people 
struggling at the bottom.

Sustainability
Food is our basic need, food 
safety is the most concerned 
issue. Botast cares the food 
quality and health of people.
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Timed automatic sterilization

 The top of the machine is equipped with an ozone generator, 

which can produce ozone concentration of 0.05 PPM. 

Disinfect all Spaces in the equipment regularly.

Ozone is a kind of strong oxidant, sterilization is complete, no 

residue, sterilization is broad spectrum, can kill bacteria 

reproduction body and spores, viruses, fungi, etc., and can 

destroy botulin toxin, is the world recognized green 

disinfectant. Ozone also has a strong killing effect on mold. 

Due to poor stability, ozone will soon decompose into 

oxygen or a single oxygen atom, and a single oxygen atom 

can self combine into oxygen molecules, there is no toxic 

residue, so, ozone is a pollution-free disinfectant. In addition, 

ozone as a gas, can quickly diffuse to the entire sterilization 

space, sterilization without dead angle.

 Built-in ozone generator



The remote monitoring

Botast vending machine has the function of 
remote temperature control, with the real-time 4G 
router connection or wireless networks, the 
temperature sensor transmits the temperature 
data to the remote management platform. If there 
is any unusual temperature fluctuations, system 
alert would be on.

Group No.

Botast 01
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Fault Stockout / Temp ℃

NameNo. Wifi/4G Temp

23 32



High Efficient Management

Background monitoring system real-
time display

The background monitoring system 
displays the overall status of each machine 
in real time, including door switch status, 
delivery detection status, payment 
induction status, etc.

If any link or component of the machine 
fails, the background monitoring system 
will start an alarm or prompt the machine 
to stop selling. Our professionals will arrive 
at the scene to repair the faulty machine 
within one hour.
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APP is under development…



Botast
Optimize life with technology;

Preserve food security with responsibility;

Protect  the environment with innovation;

Realize the win-win situation with cooperation.

We are ready to work with all parties to build a harmonious business environment and 

a closely-connected world.



BOTAST LLC
www.botast.net

905 Westminster Ave. Unit G 
Alhambra, CA 91803

 
Tel:  415-794-6539,   626-673-2672

Email:  becky@botast.net , kim@homeparadiserg.com


